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CHAPTER 1- Introduction
1.1 Introduction
An internship is a proven way to acquire applicable information, expertise, and
experience while making valuable contacts in the industry. It can also be an excellent way to
see if a particular area is suitable to be done as a full-time job. At BRAC University, Media
and Cultural studies significant students are required to complete a thesis or an internship at a
newspaper, magazine, marketing organization, news channel, or multinational corporation as
part of their curriculum to be exposed to and familiarized with the professional environment.
It is a practical experience of potentially acquired knowledge that can be calculated as
an introductory trial to become familiar with the professional atmosphere of any organization,
in addition to having a person secure enough to enter professional life and lay the foundation
for her or his career.
This internship report details the work completed during the Spring 2016 internship at
Independent Television under ITV's Nusrat Zerin, in charge of International news desk. The
report offers a comprehensive summary of the tasks performed during the internship period.
The study also details potential work that can be seen as a step forward from the fieldwork.
This article is about my internship work and experience while working on the
international news desk at Independent Television. The internship focused on news planning
and development for audio-visual media, with an internship as a news production learner at
Independent Television as a Media and Cultural studies intern. I also tried to cover as much
ground as possible in the news of Independent Television.
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1.2 Definition of Media
The word "mass media" refers to a large-scale medium of communication that reaches and
involves almost everyone in society to some degree. The mass media has influenced our
thought, feeling, and behavior in the same way as it has influenced our culture's social,
financial, political, moral, and religious dimensions. People get to know the most up-to-date
knowledge by the media, which generates a desire for change in modern society. In this age
of technology, radio, television, film, newspapers, and online media can all reach us, and
each strives to develop its communication methods to become more successful as a medium.
The news media, also known as the news industry, are sources of mass media that focus on
disseminating information to the general public or a specific audience. Print newspapers,
news shows, and, most recently, the internet are some of them. The increase of national
media consumption “created a shared national experience and common talking points. It also
strengthened a sense of national identity” (Curran, 2002, p.29). As part of the mainstream
media, Independent Television has a significant influence on the fourth estate. There is a term
named fourth estate which has a very important role in media and culture studies. The media
is known as fourth estate. It influences the people and their ideologies. Press and news media
is referred by this fourth estate or fourth power.

In our society, mass media can play both a positive and negative role. With the
introduction of modern communication technology, the media's reach has increased in scale.
Media impacts the socialization process and changes our ideology and thought by gradually
affecting public opinion on subjective opinions and even the self-perception of individuals. By
presenting only certain forms of fact and repeating images and messages daily, the mass media
shapes our views and perceptions regarding social reality.
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1.3 History of news
The word NEWS refers to fresh information, usually about current events. Since events
are constantly developing, all news is often incomplete. As a result, the way things are
mentioned can change as well. A story may be completely turned upside down in a week, a
day, or even hours as new facts or witnesses come forward. Usually, politics, war, and natural
disasters seem to dominate the news, but news about sports, science or something silly and fun
are also things people look forward to. This balance is evident in each newspaper or news
channel. News is in charge of keeping us informed about the world we live in, including the
good, the terrible, and anything in between. There have been a variety of methods for spreading
news. Newspapers in the eighteenth century, radio and television in the twentieth, and the
internet in the twenty-first. Word of mouth was the primary source of news before the invention
of the printing press. While the principle of recording news goes back to the time of scribes,
distributing global news started in the nineteenth century.
The Acta Diurna, a news sheet circulated in ancient Rome and assumed to originate
from before 59 BCE, is the earliest known journalistic artifact. Significant everyday activities,
such as public speeches, were registered in the Acta Diurna. It was printed every day and hung
in prominent locations. By the late 1400s, the first printed news had arrived in Germany in
German pamphlets with sensationalized material. The Weekly News, first published in London
in 1621, was the first English-language newspaper. In the 1920s, radio news made its debut.
Supported television programs and radio dramas started airing on the National Broadcasting
Company (NBC) and the Columbia Broadcasting System (CBS).
Television changed media forever by combining the best features of radio and images.
President Franklin D. Roosevelt's statement at the New York World's Fair opening in 1939 was
the first official broadcast in the United States. The public was hesitant to purchase televisions
initially, but news of World War II changed their minds. CBS portrayed the war with images
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and maps to help audiences understand what was going on. Television sets had become more
affordable by the 1950s. As a result, more television stations were established, and advertisers
bought commercial time.
When it came to online news, news websites were mainly repositories of print media at
first. The Electronic Telegraph, distributed by The Daily Telegraph, was an early online
newspaper. One of the first significant pieces of news to be published online in real-time was
a 1994 earthquake in California. With the advent of web surfing, more people were able to
access news pages. Presently. Non-print media now account for the majority of news
consumption by the general public, and it has grown with influence beyond what could have
been predicted. To get bits of what is going on in the world, we now turn to non-print media.
With the rise in popularity of social media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter, a sense of
instant interaction developed rapidly and “due to advancements in technology, people expect
real-time access to news” (Boitnott, 2018). This fact has led media organizations to receive
immediate input on articles and for readers to share information with others quickly.
1.4 News media in Bangladesh
In the last one and a half decades, the rise of satellite television and the expansion of
the internet have changed the media environment in Bangladesh. People across the country can
enjoy twenty-nine satellite television services, and faster Internet access moves people,
especially the young generation, to internet news services and the social media. Castells (2007)
mentioned the political empowering effect of social media on users:
The emergence of mass self-communication offers an extraordinary medium for social
movements and rebellious individuals to build their autonomy and confront the
institutions of society in their own terms and around their own projects.
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Facebook, which is now enormously influential than ever, has become a growing source of in
formation for people. Smartphone availability is acting as a key in this recent and exciting tre
nd.
Newspapers played a vital role in the development and challenges of Bangladesh's
independence war and democratic transition. In Bangladesh, the newspaper industry has been
surviving for many years, even though some old newspapers have closed down and others have
dramatically decreased their circulation because of online access to news. Amid rising
challenges and a declining readership trend, the print press remains dominant, and conventional
media plays an essential role in democratic participation. Many citizens, both urban and rural,
still depend on newspapers for news and information. While circulation has not declined
dramatically, newspapers are not yet endangered in Bangladesh.
The news broadcast has opened up a whole new world to people. The news-based tv
channels that appeared in fast succession, carrying reports and live telecasts of events, are now
regarded as the dominant media. However, sometimes T.V. stations are unable to perform the
same functions as paper. Some newspapers are publishing articles that question the
establishment and, as a result, face harassment, a factor that is almost non-existent among
broadcasters owned by the ruling party and people in business.
On the other hand, with the advent of commercial F.M. and community radio stations,
radio is not trailing behind and is making its spot on the media landscape. Before 1999, the
nation had only one state-run radio station. Today, it has 35. Though, Commercial radio
stations are common among urban youth. As a result, these stations are broadcasting more
entertainment programming than news.
With media rivalry heating up, several businesses have opted for various media outlets,
adding print, broadcast, web, and radio. To stay active, two major newspapers, ProthomAlo
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and the English-language The Daily Star, have adopted bilingual news services. The Daily Star
publishes selected stories in Bengali, while ProthomAlo has had a full-fledged English website
for many years. Bdnews24.com, the country's first online news portal, offers both English and
Bengali news services.
People used to rely on newspapers to get authentic news before the proliferation of
television stations and the internet. The nation now has a variety of newspapers, T.V. stations,
and online news portals. Unfortunately, the quality of journalism is substandard. The media is
perceived as less trustworthy, owing to the political affiliations of the owners, editors, and
journalists. Some business owners are not actively interested in politics or favor the
government, but they would not go against the system to protect their business interests. Some
corporations have even implemented both print and broadcast media to protect corporations
and their owners.
1.5 History of Independent television
In Bangladesh's electronic media sector, Independent television arrived far later. It is a
24-hour news network that received its official license from the Government of Bangladesh in
March 2010. The channel officially started on October 20, 2010, and is owned by Beximco,
one of the leading corporations in the world. The television's head office is in Tejgaon, Dhaka,
Bangladesh. Its principal operations center is in Dhaka from where it broadcasts news 24 hours
a day, seven days a week. Moreover, it has mounted two Khulna switchers, one for news and
the other for live studio productions with live audiences.
Independent T.V. primarily reports and broadcasts news on our country's national and
political problems. However, it also covers various topics such as economy, culture, sports,
culture, entertainment and international news. Along with news, the channel broadcasts a
variety of programs and talk shows. Some of these are "Bebshapati Saradin," "Khatunganj to
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Motijhil," "Joto Khela," "Rongomoncho," "How's That Athar," and so on. These are some of
the shows that provide news updates on various topics such as sports, trade, and entertainment.
Aside from these, there is a reality show titled "Talash" that reports criminal activities.
The Independent Television Ltd. also publishes The Independent, a printed newspaper,
and www.independent24.tv, an online news site launched in February 2012. The channel's
tagline is "Independent News- Chobbish Ghontai Khobor," which means Independent News24hour news. They use this phrase to convey to viewers that this is a 24-hour news channel
that broadcasts only various news items during day and night. Nevertheless, there is no need to
set aside someone's time to watch the news. One may turn on the television and watch
Independent Television at their convenient time for news updates.
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CHAPTER 2- My Internship
2.1 My work duties and experience
Academically, the duration of an internship is ten weeks to twelve weeks, where the
duration of my internship was 12 weeks. I did my internship in Spring 2020. I worked at
Independent Television as an Intern from October 14 to December 30, 2020 . As an intern, I
was not assigned to a specific position. In the interview, I was asked if I wanted to work in any
specific department and In reply, I showed my interest in having the whole experience. I started
my internship in the news department under the supervision of the head of news. There are
five desks named central desk, national desk, international desk, sports desk, and a business
desk. I decided to work on the international desk as it attracts me more. Hence, I started working
in the international news desk first and later was assigned various types of works in various
departments of the channel by my supervisor.
A. Working as a news scriptwriter
After learning the basics, I was taught how to prepare news scripts. I made four to six
news scripts every day, which go on air at 3 pm every day as International News. The key to a
good news script for broadcasting is to make it as short as possible. That too without missing
any vital information. Generally, International news pieces are mainly collected from the
websites like BBC, CNN, Aljazeera, NDTV, DAWN, and Reuters, etc., where everything is
published as big reports and articles. Also, not every report was necessary. To make them
prepared, I had to select good news and skim through everything to make it as short as possible
with adequate information. Here I had to be conscious about the five fundamental factors of a
news-proximity, timeliness, prominence, consequence and oddity, which makes a story
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appropriate as a piece of news. While it is uncommon to find all five variables in a single news
article, most news stories include at least two or three. Essentially, it is determined by the plot.
B. Working as a translator
Translating was a big part of writing news scripts as I mostly worked on the
international and English news desk. The news we prepare from articles and other reported or
unpublished news from various journals, news sources, or the internet is graphics. It is
commonly referred to as GFX. A GFX is made up of two pieces. One is the IV (In vision),
where the news presenter summarizes the critical point of the news. Secondly is GFX
(Graphix), which refers to images that are connected to news. The news presenter is not visible
during GFX, so the viewer sees only videos. I had to prepare both scripts for OOV and GFX
by translating them from foreign news articles. Sometimes, there were ready-made scripts in
Bengali for the regular news broadcast. Often I used to translate those into English and prepare
them for the English news broadcast.
C. Collecting and preparing footage
Footage refers to the audio-visual report sent by the media correspondents and
reporters. Footages are mandatory to make PKG/OOV. Without footage, broadcasting news
loses its interest and credibility among viewers. Footages can be collected from various places.
For local news, the reporter and his companion cameraman records footages from on-field
reporting. They take plenty of interviews of relatable people and record necessary situations.
Then all those footages are put on the server and edited in the editing panel. However, for
international news, the footage is sourced mainly from YouTube or international news
websites. One part of my daily job was to help my co-workers and news editors to seek
appropriate video clips through the internet. Footages contain other contents besides video
clips—for example, images of people and places, a screenshot of a tweet/ facebook post, etc.
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D. Working as a news editor
After writing a news script, we must organize the news by including audio, video, and
various other elements. This is part of the news editing. From the second week of my internship,
I started working as a full-time news editor. The Editing Panel is a room where every kind of
video, audio clips are kept. Generally, we call it the panel. The panel is where all kinds of news
are prepared with all these necessary things, and then the news is sent to the PCR for the
telecast. In the panel, the editor's job is to coordinate the script with video clips. There is a
certain amount of time for a specific news item—usually, it between 30 to 70 seconds
depending on their news value. The relatable videos that editors save earlier in the server are
cut down in the panel. There is also a corner where voice-overs/vox pop can be given and then
edited into the video. For international news, the voice-over was not needed unless we had to
translate from another language to English. I once gave a voice-over for Mamata Banarjee, the
chief minister of West Bengal, as her speech in the news piece was in Hindi, and we had to
translate it to English. Usually, the seniors can edit OOV/PKG by themselves, but there was a
panel director to help me edit.
E. Working as a researcher
While working in the entertainment news sector, I had to work very hard to keep up
with exciting content. While it might sound easy but it was the most challenging task for me.
A news channel's biggest challenge is to stay relevant to people. If it fails to feed people the
most trending and happening information, then people will lose their interest and the channel
will lose TRP. I was often told to find out what is trending. Twitter's trending page is a great
start to find what people are talking the most about. Then come's Facebook. Anyone's home
page can be a great source of news. Nowadays, if anything serious, tragic, or even funny
happens to someone, the first instinct is to put it on social media as it “gives the power to story
developers to express their personal opinions freely in the form of content and visual
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representations” (Mendoza, 2015). Following celebrities or politicians is an abundant way to
know what is going on in their worlds. For example, the following international news piece
was created base on Donal Trump Jr's Instagram post where he confirmed that he was covid
affected.

One of my daily chores was to give five underrated trendy topics to my supervisor.
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CHAPTER 3- International news desk: from beginning to end
3.1 What to show and what to hide
In conflict situations, the news media is regarded as a powerful force capable of
manipulating opponents and their behavior. The quality of journalism transmitted to the
warring parties determines whether this effect is positive or harmful. News content that blames
the other side for the conflict and emphasizes abuse is likely to aggravate the situation.
The media must remain neutral for the sake of people, but in reality, that must not be
possible because of political restrictions and expectations from target audiences. The news
pieces on Kashmir can be a great example of this. There have been wars between India and
Pakistan for years regarding Kashmir. Every now and then, an incident happens. As the readers
or viewers are highly interested in this topic, our country's media are bound to cover that.
However, we cannot always stay neutral on this matter. As India is our ally country and because
of our bitter relation with Pakistan, our media always tends to report in support of India on any
Kashmir-related topics. It is evident from the comments in Independent TV’s social media
pages that people always tend to support India when it comes opposite to Pakistan.
Moreover, news selections are affected by various political unrest as well. While I was
working as an intern, there was colossal chaos happening among the Hefazat-e-Islam and some
of the ordinary people caused by the support of France's PM to a sarcastic cartoon of Prophet
Muhammad (SM). Many in our country were upset about this act and protests were going on
everywhere. The chief editor told us not to cover any news regarding France until the situation
calms down. Media and News corporations in our country, has their own political affiliations
and they usually do not cover news pieces that does not match those political parties brand
values. Independent Television seems to be allied with Awami League. Hence, it only covers
events that are approved by AL. Moreover, we were also told to cover other Muslim country's
reaction regarding this topic. https://www.theindependentbd.com/post/255166. The most
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controversial issue was the U.S. Election, and I made several news on it in the previous year.
Media played a vital role here. Before the election ended, we had to write reports on who is
going to be defeated. Instead of focusing on who wins, the media focused on who lost the
election. This negativity is seen in media to make the news more attractive to people, but
through this, negativity spreads out. I asked my supervisor why we always need to focus on the
negative issues and she said people are attracted by this easily, which is the reason for writing
reports negatively. If we have a look at the news on BBC, CNN, Aljazeera about U.S. Election,
the main topic was about Donald Trump losing the election. I faced how news media are setting
the 2020 U.S. Election agenda and chasing daily controversies, often burying policy. There
was always a question hitting in my head if news media reports about the political candidate
are true to the candidate’s intention or the political journalism sets the agenda by selecting
stories about specific news items about them like scandals, etc. I asked my team members about
it, and they said it depends on the public how they take things, and the news media always tries
to grab the public's attention.
Although Bangladesh is said to practice freedom of speech, the country is getting far
away from that. Because of the newly amended Digital security act, it seems like every
politically related person is now safe from media attacks. Now the media has to think twice to
report a piece of news on corrupt politicians because of the act; they might get jailed. As the
case of renowned photojournalist Shahidul Alam shows, journalists and activists have often
found themselves in the firing line, often for criticizing the government in international media.
In August, Alam was arrested at his home by nonuniformed officers for opposing the
government's handling of student demonstrations demanding improved road safety. Other
notable cases include the recent arrest of Mainul Hosein, the publisher of the English-language
New Nation daily. His arrest, according to police, was related to an appearance on a television
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talk show in which he called a journalist "characterless" for asking if he supported the political
opponents. https://www.theindependentbd.com/post/172806
3.2 Preference of selecting countries
Every news that is related to any country besides Bangladesh is part of the international
news. However, there are 195 countries globally, but Bangladeshi media only tend to cover a
few countries. In most cases, “a common determinant of news flow in traditional media is a
country’s economic power – those countries with higher GDP tend to receive more coverage”
(Ahern, 1984). However, The preference in Independent Television is based on a few factors.
First of all, viewers are most interested in the latest news of countries surrounding our border,
which means India and Myanmar. Since there is ongoing political unrest in Myanmar for a
long time, nothing else is interesting to cover except the political situation.
Nevertheless, the viewers seem to have a great interest in what is happening in India.
This is true for not only Bangladesh but viewers of many other countries as well. The reason
behind this could be that, “The traits of a country might affect the level of its newsworthiness
in the media of other countries: the countries with bigger territory and having more population
seem to carry more weight on the world stage, which can be translated to voluminous coverage”
(Wu, 2007, p.542).Thus, every international news at least has one or two segments in India.
Bangladesh and India might share close bilateral ties, but issues like water disputes to religious
tensions keep getting people interested in knowing more. Aside from this, other south Asian
countries also hold a big chunk in international news coverage in our country. Our media and
the Independent News always seem to cover the whereabouts of Indo china war. Secondly, for
the sports section, we tend to report more on those countries associated with ICC as cricket is
the most popular sport in our country.
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Thirdly, news pieces of popular Muslim countries also tend to attract people. Thus now
and then, we include informative news on various Muslim countries. For example, once I was
skimming through the BBC's website, I found out that UNESCO had recognized many board
games becoming extinct. One of which was Kazakhstan's traditional intelligence and
strategy game Togyzqumalaq, also known as Toguz Korgool. Thus I wrote a script on it and it
was aired as well.

Fourthly, countries going through natural disasters, war, or massive political unrest also
get coverage from time to time.
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Fifthly, elections in different countries are also an important area to cover. As in the world
trade market is always affected by the new rulers, people want to know if the new one is
affiliated with their country’s business and economics. Sixthly, for entertainment news
purposes, news pieces from different countries are selected based on oddity. If something is
unusual, shocking, or bizarre, the strangeness alone could make it newsworthy. Lastly, since
covid-19 happened, the preference bubble of selecting countries has gone much more
significant. People now are curious to know how people around the world are fighting this
monstrous virus and compare other country's situation with theirs. While I was interning, it was
evident to include world covid updates in every international news segment. As, “when a
pandemic occurs, reporters must enter the epidemic area to record and reflect epidemics,
treatment areas, and isolation areas – sites with a high infection potential”(Scott 2020). There
was a news piece that I covered on Christmas in 2020 during Covid. The news headline was
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Christmas is finally open in Finnish Lapland, but the story was different. The story was about
celebrating Christmas this year virtually, but in the headline, it was missing. The speech of
Santa Clause will be broadcasted through a live stream, and this year, Christmas will be a
different one because of the pandemic. Here, news media presented the news differently to grab
the attention of the people. News agencies must maintain the news factors of international news
pieces very well as “understanding what factors shape the media’s international news agenda
is of great importance considering the potential effect of news coverage on public perceptions
of national and international affairs”(Wanta and Hu, 1993).

3.3 For the views
The oddity is one of the essential values of news. After getting to know all the hard, sad
and tragic news worldwide, our mind seeks some freshness. To do so, every news program has
an entertainment news segment as the soft news. This part consists of feel-good, silly, funny
and entertaining news pieces that media airs to create ease of mind, hype, or even increase
TRP.
Entertainment media contribute to health and well-being to the degree that they promote
positive feelings or cope with negative ones. Music, films, television shows, and video games,
etc., are all used to educate, entertain, and heal people. Sometimes in the process of entertaining
people, things get out of hand. Some media emphasize entertainment and leave important news
out or cover it haphazardly. The reports of rumors, scandals, entertainment, or rape cases often
dominate essential national and international affairs coverage. In the International news desk
of ITV, the staff is strictly told not to cover any sorts of defaming, racist or cheap news whether
it is trending or not. “A piece of false information can cause negative psychological effects on
a large scale. Fake news without proper control and intervention can even disrupt a large
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community. Fake news outbreak is likely to have a much greater negative impact than the
nature of the incident” (Hadžialić, 2020, P.37). Thus, We are always told to keep the news
pieces as sophisticated as possible and use our words likewise. Wrong wording can lose the
credibility of people within seconds. The following picture is a perfect example of that.

Both the media channels used the same photo and covered the same news, but the words
made such a difference. D.T. gained some fans after this comparison went viral on Facebook
and Somoy news was forced to change the caption later on after receiving negative feedback
on their post.
We were to select topics on upcoming films, music or books, emotional pieces that
touch the audience's heart and inspire them to do something creative and be a better person.
While covering this news, I understood that this news is pretty different from scriptwriting, and
most importantly, I always need to focus on duration. The news presenter only needs to read
out the in-vision part and the rest of the script goes on air through voice over given by the
reporter. Thus, only the vital information was selected to broadcast.
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CHAPTER 4- Learning on field
Although my major was in Media and Cultural studies and there was a vast syllabus
yet, one cannot learn many things before working in the field. T.V. media is a whole different
world from print media and job skills require some technical skills. Below I explain some
terminologies and technologies which are must for working in broadcasting media. Three
months is very little time to know and understand the system, but I tried as much as possible
to acquire knowledge from every sector so that I am well prepared for my next job.
4.1 terminologies
i. IV: IV is the short form of in vision. This is a standard feature in every desk reporter's news
script. It is often written in the first part of a news script. This section of writing also implies
that the newscaster remains visible to the audience. When a news presenter gives the news, no
video or picture is seen. The news presenter reads a news script that only covers essential
aspects of a news story in this section. It includes the 5W and 1H—what the news is of, any
important people associated with the topic, its location, and why or how it occurred. Following
the newscaster's presentation of the IV, any video or picture is shown.
ii. OOV: OOV stands for out of vision and involves only videos in which reporters cover a
particular incident or news story. A.P. and AFP are the two best possible sources for collecting
footage. If any video is unavailable here, the last choice is to use YouTube.
Sometimes footages are not enough. In that case, photos take precedence over video.
Occasionally, the videos are manipulated to be moved in order to match up with other video
clips. Thus OOV contains both photographs and footage. As I have described before, Reporters
must sit in panel rooms with multiple pictures and video editors when compiling an OOV. It is
up to the reporters to gather these items for any OOV and deciding the order in which footage
and images will be shown.
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OOV does not often concentrate on a single video from a single news piece. If required,
it can cover several events. For example, once I had to create an OOV on a road accident news
piece on the Dhaka-Sylhet highway. The reporter had gone to the spot of the accident and took
footage of the damaged vehicles, interviews of the victims, police and local. However, as the
police I.G. mentioned several other accidents happening through the country, I added some
previous accident footage of different incidents stored in our channel server. The OOV on ITV
did not exceed 30 seconds. OOV has a maximum run time of 35 to 40 seconds. The best time
is 30 seconds, but anything longer than 35 or 40 seconds is not appropriate for an OOV.
There is one more critical section for OOV that it will be incomplete without.
Reporters must complete the Super section after completing the writing for any OOV. Essenti
ally, it is a review for the news that includes three titles. There are several options for adding
images and titles to our news server. The super section is one of those options. There are three
distinct parts in the super for dealing with the upper and lower bands. If the upper and lower
bands share any information, it is found on the super's middle. Otherwise, the upper band is
discussed on the second line, whereas the lower band is discussed on the third line.
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iii. Super: super is made up of three lines. It is needed for all news articles. The title of the
news item appears in the first section. It usually is two words long. Then, the first title must not
exceed three words. The second title has to be under five words, and the third title should be
no more than seven. Both of these titles must convey the gist of the entire news story in a few
sentences. When the news is broadcasted, these titles usually appear at the bottom of the T.V.
screen. As a result, once viewers look at the T.V., they can get a news gist.
iv. Graphics: All news scripts prepared by desk reporters have the In Vision part. When it is
time for GFX or Graphics, a sequence is determined, and images come one after another. This
chronological order of images is maintained as the newsreader gives the details of a news story
after giving the essential information. Desk reporters always prefer audio-visual items rather
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than images. When they cannot find any footage, they select images later sent to the photo
editing section to be adjusted in proper order.
v. Footage: The footage is equipped with an audio-visual system. It consists of related videos
about any news subject transmitted during the news presenter's verbal explanation of the news
item.
vi. SOT: A sound bite, also known as a SOT, is a segment of a newsmaker's speech that has
been edited. There may be several SOTs depending on the background of the news. Several
SOTs can also be spliced together, with the edits being covered by video. These can be added
to PKGs and V.O./SOTs, or they can be used on their own. In a news story, there are three
different forms of SOTs. The voice in specific footage may be either male or female, depending
on the gender.
vii. Package: PKG is the most common form of the written script read by newscasters. When
putting together a package, a range of factors is taken into account. Topics for a package can
be a soft-story or any ongoing event like an election, or it can cover any vivid or exotic
storylines such as global warming or man-eater fishes.
Any PKG must provide footage or video, but there are some limitations and
complications. When it comes to submitting a written PKG, desk reporters are often pressed
for time. If there is an unavailability of footage on reputable websites when the PKG is due
early, the desk reporters must check Google for photos related to a specific subject and gather
at least twenty appropriate images to run the whole package. It is necessary to “include various
film techniques of video and sound and other forms of non-physical media in the form of
photographs, electronic files, paintings and much more – through which individuals can depict
a story or present an idea in the form of story-telling” (AL,2018, P.146-147). The PKG
reporter's voice is usually used in a PKG. Thus, depending on how those images are shown,
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the viewers will hear the speech. Since the footage will run for 1 minute 30 seconds and produce
a PKG of 2 minutes 10 seconds after the voice is changed with the footage, a package can be
extensive. A PKG, like an OOV, can contain both photos and footage. The maximum number
of words in a PKG is 500 to 600.
PKG preparation takes longer than OOV and GFX preparation. It requires expert skills.
As an intern, I did not have the opportunity to make a PKG all by myself, but I help some of
my co-workers in their work by searching for footage or pictures. It is difficult to send a PKG
in a limited amount of time. Many of my colleagues believe it is easier to write a PKG than
OOV or GFX.
viii. News Ticker: Breaking news is another name for a news ticker. In most channels, it can
be found at the bottom of the screen. In the bottom line of the screen, many breaking news
stories keep cropping up. The News Ticker is usually the first line of the IV. The news tickers
keep coming one after another. Any important news that the news team has not had the time to
process yet is shown in the news ticker while the team rushes to make the information into a
news piece with further details.
ix. Aston: Aston must always be used with any quote taken from a significant individual when
a reporter writes a PKG. It is a reporter's or a guest's name who gives a speech. It may be
necessary to obtain the guests' addresses or contact details at times. Besides, the reporter's name
must be read out loud before he or she reads a script.
x. Just in: Another sort of news appears just above the news ticker at the bottom of the television
screen. It contains essential information, as well as a brief but significant chunk of text. It
usually airs before or after a scheduled news show.
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xi. UPS: Another important thing I came to know is known as UPS. This is a method or news
technique where the script length is only two or three lines, where the summary of the whole
story is given, and then the footage directly goes on air without any voice-over.
4.2 Technologies and applications
i. Rundown: a rundown is a software that merges all the newsroom operations into one single
server. Every newsroom is operated through a rundown. The rundown "iNews" is used in the
newsroom of Independent T.V. The same program is installed on every device in the
newsroom. This technology is used to power all computers. A computer user will see what
other people are doing on their machines. The intranet infrastructure includes this program as
well.
This software is only used in the newsroom. All news scripts are kept safe and
organized here in order to be telecasted. In "SEG1," about three or four news items are
assigned. "SEG1" stands for "first news section." SEG 2 and "SEG3" are arranged in the same
manner.
ii. Online news portal: An online news portal is a website that serves as a platform for a
newspaper or news channel. It may also be used as a standalone publication or as an online
edition of a print periodical. Newspapers and news channels now have more possibilities due
to the internet, such as competing with broadcast journalism in terms of delivering breaking
news more quickly. Almost all the news channels of Bangladesh have a news portal of their
own because “with Internet as the medium, the working environment and the approaches of
storytelling for journalists have been changed dramatically” (Wu,2007, p.540). Online news
portals are more convenient to people as breaking news is accessible to people without a T.V.
Independent television also has an ongoing online news portal which is
https://www.independent24.com/. This website is run by the online news desk team and
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managed by the tech team of ITV. The website is updated every minute with news articles. It
is a challenging job to run an online news portal as it can never stop uploading. As Naim
describes, “The millions of bloggers who are constantly watching, fact-checking and
exposing mistakes are a powerful example of ‘the wisdom of crowds’ being assisted by a
technology that is as open and omnipresent as we are” (Naim, 2006, p. 31). There is a tech
room where the website management team works for. I did not work with them first hand, but
their supervisor showed me how the advertisements align with the website. A social media
team regularly uploads each post added to the portal into Independent T.V.'s official
Facebook page and corresponds with the readers.
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CHAPTER 5- Theories of Media
5.1 Editing
I worked as a full-time news editor since the middle of my internship. Editing is the
most important part of news making as there must not be any wrong information provided to
the audience. In this process, “editors help in presenting ideas in the most accurate and
marketable manner with accompanied responsibilities”(AL,2018, P.144). I made four to six
news scripts every day, which go on air at 3 pm every day as International News. I completed
a course on editing, ENG440. This course focused primarily on copy editing, which evaluates
written content to improve readability and quality while also ensuring the text is clear of
grammatical and factual inaccuracies. This course improved my media editing skills while also
broadening my understanding of journalism. However, news editing can be a little different
from copying editing.
My editing course began with a lesson on how to write a good headline, which came in
handy during my internship when I had to write a convincing headline regularly. Every day, I
had to write at least ten news scripts with catchy headlines. As a result, I followed Martin
Gibson's six simple rules for writing headlines, and I read and grasped the story first before
writing a rough headline. Then I came up with a list of unique, relevant terms that work well
with an action verb. I had to keep the word count between 7 and 10. Although I mostly wrote
Bengali news scripts, writing headlines are the same regardless of the language.
As I discussed earlier, news scripts are much shorter than news articles. It mainly
covers a whole story in just 4-5 lines. A lot of expertise and practice is needed to write short
and prompt news scripts. I had to avoid passive voice as the regular order of subject, verb, and
object in active voice writing is jumbled up in passive voice writing. The script also must be
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written in the present tense. T.V. news is timelier than print news writing, which tells a larger
narrative and puts facts and details into perspective. Thus, even a 6 pm news must sound current
and fresh. Also, Verbs are your best friend when it comes to news writing. Verbs are the parts
of speech that give your stories life and vigor. So I had to use an adequate amount of action
verbs. Another thing to always remember is, a good T.V. news story ends by telling the
audience what will happen next.
5.2 Translation Studies
In my translation studies course, I primarily practiced translating creative writing.
However, translating scientific or technology-related news and the economic news filled with
business data can be hard to translate even though the methods are the same. Although there
are many translation apps, those are of no use when it comes to news script writing. Sometimes
some lines from an article can seem so important, but they might lose their weight after
translating.
The three most used translation strategies for news translating are translation using a
more general word, paraphrasing using related words, and cultural submission and omission.
This also goes well with communicative translation, where the translator attempts to produce
the same effect on the T.L. readers as was produced by the original on the S.L. readers. I mostly
followed this method as "Communicative Translation is suggested to handle the translation of
English news headlines featuring unique characteristics on the lexical and grammatical levels."
(Yonghong Wu 2017)
Since an online news script has to be euphonious and easy to read, this method worked
best. In addition, I mainly used Dolet's five translation rules. First and foremost, I find out the
tone of the original news. If the news is written in a serious tone, I translate it in a deep and
formal tone. Second, since I am equally proficient in both languages, I only translate from
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English to Bengali or Bengali to English. Third, I try to stay away from literal translations.
Fourth, since viewers dislike reading wordy news stories, I avoid using complicated words
from the source news and only translate them. Finally, I put together enough words to make a
coherent sentence structure.
5.3 Globalisation and the media
Globalization has a significant effect on the media, as well as on people. Globalization's
most noticeable influence is universal connectivity. The invention of newspapers, magazines,
the internet, and television has dramatically aided in disseminating knowledge and gathering
people from all over the world. While this effect has some drawbacks, the benefits far outweigh
the drawbacks. Companies have used mass media as a medium of communication since its
inception to inform many people about their goods. With the passage of time and the rise of
globalization, promotional strategies have advanced; however, the approaches have become
less sophisticated. With the increased globalization comes the increased competition, and
sometimes, media tend to follow a corrupted path to get more views.
Spreading rumors is a trick of news media that I saw personally during a pandemic and
U.S. Election. About the vaccine invention and distribution, news media was not always liberal
and correct. They published rumors and false news also. I talked about it with my supervisor
and co-workers, and they named it lousy journalism. Media that publish rumors and false news,
make people's lives miserable thus this type of news should be prohibited. Most of the time,
news media publishes news that is not ethical as people worldwide trust that news without any
proper research. This type of false news creates panic among people and creates confusion.
Nevertheless, our chief editor requests us not to publish any news that can confuse the people
and create panic.
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Media is also used as a control mechanism by the state apparatus or by powerful
companies. Sometimes there is the likelihood of the journalist being influenced by some
personal, political or corporate bias. They are also criticized for fabricating stories based on the
bias of the company or company owner. So, media is a monopoly market that has control over
it. Media is never independent and is always subject to intervention. Their notion of
transparency and ethical journalism is what amazed me most. Media is often forced resources
to satisfy the market laws. The relationship between media and government is significant. If a
channel broadcasts negative news regarding governments or any company, it becomes trouble
for the channel.
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Chapter 7-CONCLUSION
7.1 Conclusion
Being an intern at Independent Television was a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for me.
Internships are not always available on independent television. Some students are allowed to
join a T.V. channel. Internships in the news desks are extremely rare, and I was delighted to be
offered one. Apart from that, the staff at Independent are all highly trained, and everyone in
the news department was extremely courteous, polite, and supportive of me. All members of
the international desk were highly knowledgeable about different aspects of a news,
management, and other processes, and they considered me as one of them, not a temporary
intern.
With Media and Cultural Studies as my major, I expanded my understanding of the
realistic practices of interning at Independent T.V.'s newsroom. In this paper, I have explained
how my official activities at Independent T.V. changed as I progressed in my understanding of
media terminology and technology. I found that ideas come to life through people's experiences
while interning. It is only possible if you put in the effort. I began to value the courses even
more than I had previously valued them. Besides, I acquired practical experience and skills
during my three-month internship. I have taught about team building since the beginning of my
undergraduate years. Having a community to collaborate with was highly beneficial to me
during my internship. Working at Independent Television taught me that the practical job world
is rife with competition. I have learned that in a profession involving media, it is difficult to
succeed without collaboration. In the media, everybody must work as part of a team; otherwise,
it is impossible to manage a single platform with multiple viewpoints.
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7.2 Recommendations
ENH has always helped me to confront real-world issues with a fresh perspective.
However, among the media lessons, there is not a single one relevant to broadcast media. I
believe that our department should offer some practical broadcasting and radio media courses.
This form, of course, would expand the range of opportunities available to media students. At
the moment, the majority of our department's courses are somewhat print-based; although these
courses are beneficial, new courses on broadcast media would be equally helpful. The courses
will help students learn new technology, vocabulary, and working patterns, which I learned
when I first started working in the Independent Television. Also, if there were opportunities to
visit different media platforms from the department, it would be easier to understand what they
are up to and also set their carrier goals a bit earlier.
7.3 Opportunities and disadvantages of working in this field
Newspapers, radio, television, and, more recently, the internet has transformed how
news is broadcast. Journalists have a critical role to play in this phase. As “journalists do hold
moral standards by which they judge professional behavior. Indeed, without such standards,
journalism would not be recognizable as a discrete industry” (Elliott, 1988, p. 28).
Today, a career in journalism is regarded as a prestigious profession and as a
demanding one. It is a prestigious job in Bangladesh, and those who work in this noble
profession contribute significantly to the country's various sectors. While journalism is a
significant career, there are no requirements for being a journalist. However, this situation has
been slightly changed in the last few years. However, in recent years, the situation has shifted
somewhat. A graduate may work in the media, but a university degree in media and journalism
is a requirement for jobs in some situations. According to statistics, over two thousand
registered newspapers in the country have over 400 dailies. With the growing competition, the
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media sector has way more applicants than they need. Thus the value of media-related
professions has reached a new low.
While journalism has risen in popularity among young people, it has yet to mature as a
profession. Although there were only a few newspapers and weeklies back then, journalism
was regarded as a noble profession that upheld integrity, professionalism, and ethics. Today,
there are many media outlets, but their integrity, dedication, and ethical standards are rapidly
deteriorating. One of the main reasons is that journalists have little to no job protection, receive
lower wages, receive little preparation, and operate under various conditions, including
pressure and censorship from both within and outside the media corporations. Because of the
biased reporting of news, journalistic ethics and ethical practices are now being called into
question. There is an increasing belief that the media no longer values serving the public and
only offers news tailored to specific agendas or goals. In the end, it is to say that, “the social
responsibility of journalists, at least in democracies, is to notice and report the important events
and issues that citizens need to know so that they can effectively govern themselves (Kovach
and Rosenstiel, 2001)
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